We have studied the fragmentation of the methanol molecule after core excitation and core ionization by observing coincidences between negative and positive ions. Five different negative ions -
INTRODUCTION
Small molecules usually break into parts after the absorption of an X-ray photon. Such absorption typically involves the transfer of a core electron (such as C 1s or O 1s) to an empty orbital (core excitation) or to the continuum (core ionization). Resulting core-hole states have short lifetimes; they decay on the femtosecond timescale either by electron or X-ray photon emission. More than 99% of the states with a hole in a C 1s, N 1s or O 1s shell have been calculated to decay through electron emission. 1 This decay channel is called (normal) Auger decay in the case of core-ionized states and resonant Auger decay in the case of neutral core-excited states. Both normal and resonant Auger decay most often populate electronic states with two vacancies in valence shells, which usually lead to a fast dissociation of the molecular ion.
(The final states of resonant [spectator] Auger decay also include an electron in a molecular or Rydberg orbital, which is empty in the molecular ground state.) Subsequent dissociation mainly produces positive and neutral fragments owing to the positive charge of the molecular ion after normal and resonant Auger decay. However, negative ions (or anions) have also been observed at the core edges of several small molecules such as CO, 2 CO2, 3 H2O, 4 CH3OH, 5 and SF6. 6, 7 At the core excitations of water, an anion production occurs in at most 0.1% of all fragmentation events. 4 Methanol, CH3OH, the simplest alcohol, consists of a hydroxyl group (OH) attached to a methyl group (CH3). Its photofragmentation has been extensively studied with vacuum ultraviolet, soft X-ray, and electron excitation [e.g., 5, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ]. Eland and Treves-Brown 8 studied the fragmentation of methanol and its deuterated varieties after photo double ionization by recording photoelectron-photoion-photoion coincidence (PEPIPICO) spectra in the valence region. They concluded that the major reactions involve sequential, not concerted processes, with little hydrogen scrambling, i.e., hydrogen atoms mostly retain their positional identity with respect to the C or O atom. Hempelmann et al. 9 have reported the partial yields of positive ions across both the C 1s and O 1s edges of methanol. They also measured some photoion-photoion coincidence yields at the C 1s and O 1s edges. No triple-ion coincidences were detected. Pilling et al. 10 have reported the relative yields and mean kinetic energies of positive ions, as determined from the PEPIPICO spectra taken around 100 eV photon energy and around the C 1s edge. The most intense channel was found to be H + /CHO + (or H + /COH + ). Some observed coincidence channels involved the H2 + and H3 + ions that require a rearrangement of nuclei during dissociation. In another study, Pilling et al. 11 have given the relative intensities of singly charged positive ions at 100 eV photon energy and at three energies around the C 1s edge. Their time-of-flight mass spectrum taken at 288.3 eV did not reveal any noticeable intensity from doubly charged ions such as C 2+ or O 2+ . However, Stolte et al. 5 have detected the dications C 2+ and CH 2+ at the core edges using a 180° magnetic spectrometer. Additionally, these authors observed the negative ions H -, O -and OH -around the C K edge, but only O -and H -around the O K edge. Several fragmentation channels producing anions were suggested, based merely on the conservation of the total charge. Coincidence measurements between negative and positive ions are needed to establish which fragmentation channels have a role in the anion production from methanol. In the present study, we performed such experiments with methanol vapor at the C 1s and O 1s edges.
We and our colleagues have recently constructed an experimental setup to study molecular fragmentation processes involving both negative and positive ions. 13 The setup is composed of two ion TOF spectrometers facing each other: one for negative ions, and the other for positive ions. Unwanted electrons are deflected with the aid of a weak magnetic field in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in coincidence results. This tandem TOF setup has been used to measure the yields of negativeion/positive-ion and negative-ion/positive-ion/positive-ion coincidences (NIPICO and NIPIPICO, respectively) across the O 1s edge of water. 14 It was also used in the investigation of three and four-ion coincidence channels -one of the ions being negative -at the C 1s and O 1s edges of formic acid.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL
The experiments on methanol were carried out at the Gas Phase Photoemission beamline at the Elettra storage ring in Trieste, Italy. The beamline has been previously described in detail. 16 Briefly, it uses an undulator as a light source and a spherical grating monochromator for the selection of photon energy.
The energy range of the beamline extends from 13.5 eV to about 900 eV. A resolving power of 10 4 is achievable in most of this range due to five interchangeable gratings. The radiation is linearly polarized.
The two ion TOF spectrometers were mounted at the so-called magic angle of 54.7° with respect to the electric vector of the incident synchrotron light. This choice removes the effect of the angular anisotropy parameter, β, in the intensity distribution of a given dissociation product; 17 this anisotropy typically changes when measurements are done at different core excitations. While the main components of the instrument have remained the same as in the original setup, 13 we have managed to improve its performance. The changes in the instrument were discussed in our recent study. 15 In particular, the cutoff energy of protons could be increased from 2 to 5 eV. Pilling et al. 10 have reported at the C 1s edge of methanol that some dissociation channels yield H + ions with mean kinetic energies above 5 eV, so some of them were still lost. We should therefore be cautious when discussing changes in the corresponding coincidence yields.
Coincidences between negative particles (anions + residual electrons) and positive ions were recorded using a constant extraction field in the interaction region. An external signal generator gave start signals at 10 Hz frequency to a time-to-digital converter system (ATMD-GPX from ACAM Messelectronic GmBH). All negative particles and positive ions arriving within 80 ms from the start were saved as STOP1 and STOP2 signals in data arrays, respectively, which allowed 20 ms for writing the data in a file. The experiments were typically performed by scanning the photon energy across the absorption features of interest and by collecting the coincidence signals at each photon energy for 20 minutes. As a result, these scans became lengthy; the longest one lasted 22 hours, crossing the C 1s → 3s and 3p excitations with an energy step of 50 meV.
Coincidences between negative ions and positive ions were searched for using a custom-made procedure in the data analysis program, Igor™ (Wavemetrics), after the completion of a measurement. The procedure was written so that signals from the negative-ion detector (STOP1) were considered as effective starts, and those from the positive-ion detector (STOP2) were considered as effective stops. There could be several effective stops for each effective start, and stops arriving before start signals were also considered. The arrival time differences (ATD) between effective stops and starts were written in data arrays which were analyzed by binning nearby arrival time differences (e.g., within 2 ns windows) in histograms. The intensities of the NIPICO channels were obtained by integrating the counts over appropriate ATD ranges in the spectra, while those of the NIPIPICO channels were extracted by counting events in two-dimensional coincidence maps.
The photon energy scales were calibrated according to the literature values of the resonances appearing in the X-ray absorption spectra of methanol. 18 The photon energy resolution was about 40 meV at the C 1s edge and 80 meV at the O 1s edge. The ambient pressure in the experimental chamber was about 7·10 -7 mbar during the experiments, but it was estimated to be 10-50 times higher in the interaction region, just above the tip of the needle that was used to introduce sample molecules in the vacuum chamber. The base pressure of the experimental chamber without gas load was 1·10 -7 mbar. The photon flux was monitored with a photodiode during the recordings of the coincidence data. The NIPICO and NIPIPICO yields were normalized to the photodiode current.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
III.1. Identification of Negative Ions
As different coincidence events can have different start signals (such as O -, H -or electron), the arrivaltime-difference data typically contain several overlapping sub-spectra, and their interpretation is not straightforward. Simulations of flight times of positive and negative ions give the approximate positions of NIPICO peaks. More accurate flight times can be extracted from the recorded coincidence data if some NIPICO peaks can be assigned reliably. It also helps if there are photoelectron/positive-ion coincidence (PEPICO) peaks in the spectra. In the following, we describe the assignment of the NIPICO spectrum of methanol using spectra measured at the O 1s → 4s resonance. Table 1 .
The NIPICO spectrum of Figure 1 was measured at the O 1s → 4s resonance, which corresponds to the maximum of the photoabsorption cross section at the O K edge. 18 PEPICO peaks, which are due to electrons hitting the negative ion detector despite the magnetic filter, appear at positive arrival time differences (ATDs) because electrons are detected earlier than any positive ions. In contrast, NIPICO peaks can appear both at negative and positive ATDs. A useful trick to help the assignment is to measure a NIPICO spectrum with the drift tube of the negative TOF spectrometer set at a slightly different potential, as has been done in the inset of Figure 1 . This change affected the flight times of negative ions, while those of electrons and positive ions remained practically the same. Consequently, NIPICO peaks shifted in the ATD scale, while PEPICO peaks did not. Furthermore, the shifts were larger for heavier negative ions involved in the coincidence event. Based on these arguments, we could conclude, for instance, that the peak around -2100 ns in the inset of Figure 1 does not arise from true NI/PI coincidences. The ATD of this peak did change with the change of the drift tube potential but not in the way that is expected for medium-sized negative ions (such as O -and C -) that gave rise to NIPICO peaks in that ATD range. The peak observed at -1984 ns in the red spectrum may have two contributions, one of which originates from CH -/H + coincidences. The ATD spectrum also shows some features that we have not been be able to identify; these are labeled with question marks. Their location at negative ATDs (between -100 and -2100 ns) seems to exclude electrons as the source of contamination. Also photons created in the interaction region cannot give rise to these features.
We have given the assignments of some NIPICO and PEPICO peaks in Figure 1 . We have determined that the flight times of positive ions in the spectrum of Figure 1 follow the equation t(m/q) = -23.1 ns + √( / )
x 633.1 ns, and those of negative ions follow the equation t'(m/q) = -18.7 ns + √( / ) x 722.7 ns, whereby we have assumed that electrons give prompt effective starts (this is clearly not true, but it only affects the offsets). According to our simulations, the weak magnetic field used to deflect electrons does not change noticeably the flight times of the negative ions. The expected flight times of possible positive and negative ions are given in Table 1 
III.2. Possible Pathways Leading to Anion Production
The stored array data can be used to extract coincidences between negative ions and two (or more) positive ions. As the final states of resonant Auger decay typically have the charge of +1, the detection of a negative ion implies that other fragments should have the total charge +2, which can appear either as two singly charged cations or as a single dication. We can present these general dissociation pathways for a hypothetic three-atomic molecule ABC: ABC + hν → ABC** (core excitation) → ABC + + e -(resonant Auger) →
The contribution of doubly charged positive ions should appear in the NIPICO spectra such as those in Figure 1 . We observe only one tiny peak from such processes: H -/O 2+ at 1064 ns. Clearly, this dissociation pathway is very weak. Additionally, part of its intensity could originate from the dissociation of doubly charged molecular ions (see Section III.6). In contrast, measured data reveal plenty of NIPIPI coincidences, evidencing that charge distribution among many particles is preferred.
So-called ultrafast dissociation has been observed upon core excitation of some small molecules. 19 This relaxation channel implies that a core-excited molecule breaks into a neutral core-excited fragment and another neutral fragment before the core hole decays electronically. There is experimental evidence that core-excited methanol can dissociate to CH3O** + H at the first resonance of the oxygen edge, 20 where ** indicates the core-excited fragment that subsequently undergoes resonant Auger decay. A priori, it appears that the dissociation of the resulting excited final states of CH3O + * could lead to negative ion production equally well as the dissociation of the CH3OH + * ions (without ultrafast dissociation).
In principle, it is possible that NIPICO events could result from soft X-ray emission decay of core-hole states, but we have not seen conclusive evidence for this pathway in our studies so far. Figure 3 shows some NIPIPICO maps for the negative ion H -. The measurements were performed at the maximum of the C 1s → 3p resonance. In the figures, the x-axis gives the ATD of the first positive ion and the y-axis gives the ATD of the second positive ion, both referenced to the detection of the same negative ion. We can use the derived flight times of the ions from Table 1 to calculate where NIPIPI coincidences should occur. This has been indicated for some weaker channels with red circles, with the center at the expected position and a radius of 25 ns. (Table 1) , while light-blue segments in panel (a) show fits to the coincidence data. ATD = Arrival time difference. The measuring time was 60 min.
In Figure 3c , the coincidence tracks appear to form diagonal rectangles or segments. They are highlighted by drawing lines with a slope of -1 around the calculated center position of each coincidence pattern. The lines are not fitted to the data points, but they seem to agree rather well with their distributions. In the dissociation of doubly charged ions, the slope of -1 normally implies the breaking into two singly charged fragments. 21 In the present case, we interpret this so that the resonant Auger decay produces CH3OH + , which dissociates to H -+ CH2OH 2+ , and is followed by the second-step dissociation, for instance, CH2OH involved in ion formation, but C and O are not. The intensities of the NIPIPICO channels, which comprise the detection of two protons, are underestimated in our experiments because of the dead time of the MCP detector. The total number of different NIPIPICO channels observed at the C 1s → 3p resonance in the measurement of 60 minutes was at least 29. We expect that a few more channels would have shown up, particularly involving the negative ions C -and CH -, if the measuring time had been even longer. None of the contamination peaks present in the NIPICO spectra of Figure 1 gave rise to groups of dots in the NIPIPICO maps.
III.4. Negative-ion/Positive-ion Coincidence Yields
If anion formation occurs after resonant and normal Auger decay, at least two positive ions should be created as co-products. However, we observe clearly more negative-ion/positive-ion coincidences (NIPICO) than negative-ion/positive-ion/positive-ion coincidences (NIPIPICO). Our interpretation is that a large majority of negative-ion/positive-ion coincidences (NIPICO) originate from events where the second positive ion was created but not detected. This can be easily accounted for by instrumental effects. Positive ions pass through three meshes before detection. Assuming 90% transmission for each and a detection efficiency of 50% in the MCP detector, the probability of coincidence detection drops very fast with the ion number, even without systematic losses.
In general, NIPICO channels as a function of photon energy, which we call yields, receive intensity from different NIPIPICO channels whose relative weights may vary at different core excitations. Table 1 ). Nevertheless, NIPICO yields can show approximately how the abundances of different anions vary as a function of photon energy. In Figure 4 , we show the NIPICO yields for PI=H + channels at both the C 1s and O 1s edges; the proton being the only positive fragment that was observed with all five different anions. We should not draw conclusions on small changes in the relative NIPICO intensities as a function of photon energy because some fast H + were likely lost in the experiment (see Experimental section) and because NIPICO spectra contain some spurious intensity which became stronger above the core IPs.
At the C 1s edge, the H -/H + channel is the most intense NIPICO channel. In comparison to TIY, its yield is somewhat suppressed at the C 1s → 3s resonance and the related vibrational structure and again at the C 1s threshold. The second most intense channel is O -/H + , whose yield follows TIY quite well until the photon energy of 291.5 eV, after which it becomes slightly enhanced; this is the region of high Rydberg excitations. The intensities of the other NI/H + channels are in the order of NI = C -, CH -and OH -. The increasing intensity above the C 1s IP in the C -/H + and CH -/H + channels is most likely not real but rather due to contaminating intensity that increased when the core IP was crossed (see also below). Stolte et al. 5 measured the yield of OH -ions at the C 1s edge. They found that it had the highest intensity at the first resonance (C 1s → 3s). We observed OH -only in coincidence with the H + ion, so the OH -/H + yield in Figure   3 is comparable to the OH -partial ion yield shown in Ref. 5 . Keeping the TIY as a reference, the relative intensity of the OH -/H + yield is slightly higher at the C 1s → 3s resonance than at the C 1s → 3p resonance, but the intensity change is not nearly as large as was observed in Stolte et al.'s study. The decreasing tendency could be due to recapture processes to which a similar behavior in the O -yield was attributed above the core edges in the CO molecule. 22 We have also extracted the coincidence yields of C -, CH -and OH -ions together with H + . None of these anions were detected at the O 1s edge in the non-coincidence experiments of Stolte et al. 5 The first resonance, O 1s → 3sa', 18 appears suppressed in all the NIPICO yields in Figure 4 when compared to the TIY. This excitation has been calculated to possess a considerable (O-H)σ* character. 23 Our observations could indicate that fewer anions are produced at the O 1s → 3sa' (or O 1s →(O-H)σ*) excitation, but the observation could also be explained, at least in principle, by the ejection of more energetic protons at this dissociative resonance.
III.5. Negative-ion/Positive-ion/Positive-ion Coincidence Yields
NIPIPICO yields are more informative than NIPICO yields because the detection of the second positive ion characterizes the dissociation channels more accurately. In addition, the intensities of the NIPIPICO events can be determined more reliably since any contamination processes in the ATD spectra (see Fig. 1 ) are likely avoided because they hardly involve the coincidence detection of three ions. The NIPIPICO intensities were obtained by counting events in the appropriate regions of coincidence maps such as those shown in Figures 2 and 3 . The same areas were used for all photon energies of the scans. The obtained numbers of events were normalized to the photon flux so that the maximum number of the curve was At the C 1s edge, all the NIPIPICO channels displayed in Figure 5 show rather similar relative intensities at different C 1s excitations as the TIY does. The NIPIPICO channels also have intensity above the C 1s IP, where their intensity slowly decreases, except for the O -/H + /C + channel which seems to remain strong in the C 1s continuum. The C -/H + /O + channel is among those that lose intensity above the C 1s threshold, which is opposite to the behavior observed for the C -/H + channel in Figure 4a and supports our interpretation that some contamination intensity was included in that NIPICO channel.
At the O 1s edge (Figure 6 ), different NIPIPICO channels show more varied behaviors than at the C 1s edge. We should remember that parent ions here are mostly formed after spectator resonant Auger transitions, which create two valence holes and leave an electron in a HR orbital (two-hole one-electron states are populated). Although the parent molecule is singly charged, the molecular core has a doubly charged character and is subjected to the Coulombic repulsion. As we observe the CH3 + fragment, the parent ion first dissociates as CH3OH + → CH3 + + OH. The fragments receive equally large but opposite momenta and since their masses are quite similar (15 and 17 amu), also their kinetic energies will be quite similar. The neutral OH fragment is likely valence excited; it keeps the electron in a HR orbital and has a hole in a valence orbital. In the second step, OH dissociates to O -+ H + , whereby H + as a much lighter fragment receives a major part of the available kinetic energy release. This is reflected in the length of the O -/H + /CH3 + coincidence pattern along the x-axis in Figure 7 . (Note that H + is detected before CH3 + , so it is the "first" positive ion in Figure 7 , even though it is actually created later than CH3 + . 
III.6. NI/PI/PI/PI Coincidence Events
The experimental data allow us to search for coincidence events where three positive ions were produced together with a negative ion. However, the measuring time of 20 min. per energy point was too short to give clear tracks of such events. Therefore, we have added together the data from several photon energies to improve statistics. This was done for coincidence data collected at 12 photon energies just before the O 1s IP (i.e., in the region of high Rydberg excitations), and secondly, for 12 photon energies just above the O 1s IP. The total measuring time was four hours. Figure 8a shows the arrival time difference spectrum of the first ion of only those events where three positive ions were detected in coincidence with a negative particle. We observe that NIPIPIPICO events are most common when the two first ions were O -/H + and H Table 1 where we give the ATDs of all the positive ions (PI1-PI3) relative to the same negative particle.
The coincidence map of Figure 8b reveals Figure 8b are weak. However, we should recall that the intensities of the channels involving the detection of two protons are underestimated due to the dead time of the MCP detector. Figure 1 . However, the H -/O 2+ peak has a slightly higher relative intensity in the spectra measured above the O 1s IP.
Double Auger decay of core-inized molecules produces triply charged final states, see e.g. 24 Intuitively, we assume that the more positive charge a final state has, the less likely it yields a negative ion in dissociation. If a triply charged ion (after double Auger decay) nevertheless dissociated yielding a negative ion, other fragments should carry a total charge of +4e, likely divided between four singly charged ions. As mentioned above, the detection efficiency of our experiments drops fast with the number of positive ions. We estimate that a statistically significant confirmation or disapproval of the occurrence of coincidence events between one negative ion and four positive ions would have required tens of hours of measuring time. Although detectable in our data, we did not consider such events in the data analysis. No five-body coincidences were observed in the formic acid molecule.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
The decay of core-excited and core-ionized states of methanol populates final states that can dissociate yielding negative ions. We have studied such fragmentations channels by measuring negative ions in coincidence with positive ions using the experimental setup that consists of two opposite time-of-flight spectrometers. Using a weak magnetic field to deflect unwanted electrons, the instrument can achieve an excellent sensitivity. This is evidenced by the fact that we detected two anions, C -and CH -, which were not observed in the previous partial ion yield study of methanol. 5 The ,1) , where the intensities typically decrease when n increases. As an exception, the O -/H + /CH3 + channel gains much intensity at the excitations of O 1s electrons to high-Rydberg orbitals. The coincidence yields of the NIPIPICO channels at the C 1s edge mostly follow the shape of the total ion yield curve, while they show more variation at the O 1s edge, being particularly low at the first O 1s excitation (O 1s → 3sa'). The coincidence yields decrease above the core ionization thresholds but do not go to zero (at least not very fast). NIPIPIPI coincidences are much rarer than NIPIPI coincidences, but they do occur. We could not determine their yields because of intensity reasons.
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